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FATIGUE FAILURE OF A CENTRAL ANNULAR

HOLE PLATE UNDER PULSATING TENSION

TYPE CYCLIC LOADING

Abstract

Fatigue failure of elastico plastic strengthened plate with central annular hole
under tension type cyclic loading is researched. Verification of the obtained re-
sults is carried out on the basis of N.Marin’s appropriate tests. Thereby calcu-
lated results turned out to be close to experimental data.

A central annular hole plate extends beyond limit of elasticity by an axial force
alternating according to pulsating cycles law. Plate’s material possesses a hard-
ening property. We denote plate’s width by 2B, thickness h, annular hole radius
a. Intensity of stretching pulsating force is taken p. Use the Cartesian system of
coordinates (x, y). Direct the axis x to the direction of plate tension. Locate the
origin of coordinates at the center of the hole. The section x = 0 is the most dan-
gerous section of the plate from the point of view of failure. Let b > 5a. In this
case, the stress components that arise in the plate under its elastic deformation are
represented by G. Kirsch [1] formula. According to [2], for p ≥ σS/3 = pS , where
σS is a yield point under tension, the plate under tension passes from natural state
to elasticoplastic deformation state. Thereby, plastic deformations appear at the
points (0,±a) and while increasing stretching force they propagate in domains ad-
joint to the points (0,±a). Following [2], we write expressions for stress components
at dangerous section x = 0, y ≥ a of the plate for its first elastico-plastic extension:
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By symmetry similar distribution of stresses holds at the section x = 0, y ≤
−a. In formula (1)-(5) yS is a point that separates domains of elastic and plastic
deformations at the section x = 0, y ≥ a. The quantity yS is determined according
to equilibrium condition [2]:

yS∫
a

σ′
xp (y, a, yS , p, σS) dy +

b∫
yS

σ′
xe (y, a, yS , σS) dy = bp. (6)

Notice that, for p/σS = 0, 695, from equation (6) we approximately get yS/a =
1, 34.

Now, using solutions of (1)-(6) we determine stress components at the section
x = 0, y > a for pulsating tension of the plate by a force of intensity p. We’ll assume
that in off-loading process there arise secondary plastic deformations. According to
[4], p ≥ 2σS/3 is a condition for appearance of secondary plastic deformations.
Therefore, after each pulsating cycle of loading, redistribution of stresses occurs
in domain of secondary plastic deformations. It is connected with the fact that
in domain of secondary plastic deformations elastico-plastic characteristics of the
material change. N. Marin’s tests [3] visually affirm stress and deformations changes
under pulsating cycles of load change. Use V.V.Moskvitin’s formulae [3] that take
into account the remarks noted above and determine stress components in the most
dangerous section of the plate for its pulsating tension:
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Here σ′
ij are stress components of the plate in the section x = 0, y ≥ a under

initial elastico-plastic extension; the number m is total number of tension cycles; the
stresses σk

ij coincide with stresses σ′
ij , if in latter we replace σS by αkσS . It at the

given point
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Formula (7) finally gets the form:
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Following [5], we represent the quantity αk in the form

αk = α (k) = α2 (k − 1)γ , (9)

where α2 = const, γ = const. We values of quantities α2 and γ for different materials
are given in [5]. For example, for aluminium alloy D-16T, α2 = 2, 02; γ = 0, 03. For
a steel of brand 30 KhGSA we have: α2 = 2, 08; γ = 0, 045.
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Fig.1.

The graphs (fig. 1) were constructed in accordance with formula (8). In these
graphs the number of cycles before failure lay along the abscissa axis, the stress σx

in dangerous section is along the ordinate. Broken lines correspond to calculation
results by formula (8) with regard to (1), (6), (9). Materials are aluminium alloy
of brand D-16T (ultimate strength σb = 43 kq

mm2 ) and steel of brand 30 KhGSA(
σb = 180 kq

mm2

)
. The results of appropriate experiments of N. Marin (solid lines) are

also in this figure. As we see, calculated results satisfactorily agree with experimental
lines. It is necessary to note essential influence of stress concentration in the plate
on its strength under pulsating tensions.
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